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ABSTRACT 

William Butler Yeats, besides boing one of the most prolific writers of the Modern Literary World stands as a 

pioneering figure in the genre of revolutionary vis-à-vis nationalistic literature. His revolutionary verse 

counters the demeaning attitude of Britain over his nation which undermined the indigenous ethos. His poetry is 

a repository of homogenous cultural and national essence. His nationalistic spirit is at its best incorporated in 

his poetry. His active involvement in the Irish politics and the liberation struggle shaped his artistic idiom. His 

poetry replicates the image of the fatigued nation of Ireland and nurtures the essence of Irish national and 

cultural milieu. Though, his dynamic literary character takes course to diverse concerns but nevertheless, his 

nation remains tied with his imagination. 

Therefore, the present study will focus on his nationalistic verse and try to evaluate his brilliance in 

revolutionizing the spirit of nationalism in his fellow countrymen. The paper will try to analyse how Yeats 

negotiates his poetry in relation to the politics of his nation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Born on 13
th

 June 1865 in Dublin, Ireland as the eldest child of John Butler Yeats and Susan Mary Pollexfen, 

W.B. Yeats appeared unexaggeratedly on the literary stage as a magnificent poet, playwright and a prose writer 

working as a late romantic and a brilliant early modern litterateur. He is a dynamic figure whose thematic 

concerns revolve around varieties, but, nevertheless his nation remains a preoccupation with his attentive verse. 

Besides, situating his verse within the native i.e. Gaelic cultural and mythological tradition his art reflects the 

immediate political context which he experienced at first hand.  

Yeats‟s literary career extensively comprises of several stages. The early outcome was the in the form 

of volumes like The Wanderings of Oisin and Other Poems (1889), Tower (1928), Words for Music Perhaps and 

Other Poems (1932) and the plays like The Countless Kathleen (1892) and Deirdre. Yeats‟s later works include 
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The Wild Swans at Coole (1917), A Vision (1925), The Tower (1928), and Words for Music and Other Poems 

(1932) besides, the Last Poems and Two Plays (1939)  

Yeats got Nobel Prize in 1923 for his outstanding contribution in the Modern Literature in  

general and the Irish Literature in particular. After working zealously to revolutionize the diverse aspects of his 

nation, he died on 28
th

 January 1939. 

 

II. POETRY AS THE QUINTESSENCE OF NATIONAL AMBIANCE 

Under the wretched experience of colonialism the colonies are debilitated in terms of their civilization, history, 

and their own cultural identity. Frantz Fanon remarks in his essay “On National Culture” that the colonizer 

“turns to the past of the oppressed people, and distorts, disfigures and destroys it” (Ashcroft et al, Reader 

154).Thus the colonizerunder his ideological discourse distorts the image of the colonized and victimizes him 

through the unjust binary equations like, centre/periphery, us/them, white/ black, etc. In the context of Ireland 

the same happened in every representational phenomenon including literature. Paul F. State in his 

comprehensive book A Brief History of Ireland provides an instance whereby the English Playwrights casted the 

natives into a wretched picture. State remarks, “Playwrights, too, depicted Ireland in a bad light as a place of 

vice. London-born David Barry (1580-1629), or Lord Barry, reputedly of Irish descent, set his comedy Ram-

Alley, or Merrie Tricks (1611), in an amoral underworld of scheming tricksters and prostitutes…it is 

traditionally viewed as the first Irish-themed play on the London stage.” (23) 

Since the emergence of postcolonial studies the same representation is countered with utter bluntness. 

The postcolonial literature with its extensive paradigm strikingly works as a counter-discourse to deconstruct the 

ideologically motivated construction of the colonized natives, thus revolutionizing the spirit of natives to defy 

their existence under the perpetual negation by the power. To revolutionize the suppressed or in certain cases the 

complacent masses has been a hallmark of the writers with the nation-centric ideas. Ireland has been at the 

forefront in this direction though herself being a white western country. Under the besieging circumstances 

Ireland has produced the prolific writers who alongside their political representation have worked tirelessly to 

nourish the dead nerves of their fellow countrymen. Their art is firmly rooted in the nationalistic impulses as 

W.B. Yeats states, “there is no great literature without nationality, no great nationality without literature” (qtd. 

in Yeats, Shakespeare, and Irish Cultural Nationalism, Hennessey 1) Yeats, undoubtedly, has been phenomenal 

in this programmatic deflation of the hegemony. Right from his infancy Yeats experienced the turbulent 

circumstances and his country swept in bloodbath, the same is succinctly averred by David Holdeman in The 

Cambridge Introduction to W. B. Yeats as, “[Yeats] grew sharply conscious of the conflicts that alienated 

colonial Ireland from imperial Britain and that, within Ireland, divided Protestant descendants of British settlers 

from their usually less powerful and poorer Catholic neighbours.” (2) Such experiences built up his nationalistic 

fervour and consequently, he turned to be one of the leading political cum literary figure of Ireland. The 

beginning of twentieth century witnessed a transitional phase in the Irish politics. The nationalism was at its 

peak and the same impacted Yeats character. Yeats had already been working for the nourishment of the 
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nationalistic ethos through his unwavering knot with the indigenous cultural and mythological tradition, thus he 

had a fitting platform to execute his revolutionary calibre. Yeats had an unremitting urge to carry nourish the 

indigenous cultural tradition and to shun the native literary and cultural tradition from the shackles of foreign 

influence. He wanted to revive the native tradition through his own art and also his patronage towards its 

development. Thus, the renaissance emerged in the Irish cultural tradition generally termed as Irish Literary 

Revivalalso called as Celtic Revival or Celtic Twilight, a powerful movement towards reclaiming the Irish 

cultural glory. The motive behind this movement was to generate a deep interest in their rich ancestral Gaelic 

tradition destabilized under the British intrusion. The revivalists de-familiarized English language by shunning 

its overshadowing influence and with the imposition of theirown cultural ideas worked towards, what is largely 

outlined as “inventing Ireland”. The political, economic as well as cultural „deracination‟ of their country 

demanded an ardent stance from these nationalistic writers. They reclaimed what is commonly termed as 

„Irishness‟, endorsing the rich cultural heritage of Ireland and situated their literary tastes distinct from the 

English models as crisply brought up in a single sentence, „to be Irish is not to be English‟. These energetic 

writers were committed to their resistance programme against the colonial tradition resulting in the emergence 

of a new twentieth century renaissance where they reclaimed the long past literary lineage and thus cherished 

their ancestral erudition which ages before had a sound bearing on the whole European learning, as State 

mentions, “The writings of seventh- and eighth- century Irish authors were preserved not just in Ireland but also 

on the Continent, and their presence here evinces the pervasive ness of Irish learning in Europe. Many of 

Europe‟s earliest libraries were started by Irish monks.” (A Brief History 33) 

Thus, nation, culture, identity were certain preoccupations with which Yeats situated his artistic 

interests conforming the post-colonial concern within his literary oeuvre. In the general omnipresent nature of 

nationalistic stance in Irish literature Yeats stands as a vital force to use language as a rigorous tool to generate a 

clash with the imperial power. Yeats‟s role as one of the great forefathers of the Irish nationalism is highlighted 

in a glorifying tribute paid to him by Paul F. State, “It was his love for the Irish countryside that drove his dream 

to cultivate a national literature that would serve as the cultural cornerstone of an Irish nationality. The poet 

fashioned a patriotic national picture in deliberate contradistinction to English prejudices of the Irish as a 

backward, superstitious race. (A Brief History 214) Yeats‟s anti-imperialistic spirit can be summed up by 

bringing into account the tacit analysis of JahanRamazani in his critical manifesto about W.B. Yeats titled, “Is 

Yeats a Postcolonial Poet?”, as:  

In his anti-colonial denunciations of Britain‟s efforts to exterminate the Irish and to obliterate its indigenous 

culture, to quash heroic resistance and to lay to waste Ireland churches and houses, Yeats is no less 

“postcolonial” than Achebe or KamauBrathwaite, who chronicle the survival of African gods in the new world 

despite colonial efforts to wipe them out.” (798). 

Yeats‟s role in the Irish Renaissance was central thereby paving the way for his successors to give voice to the 

agonies of the Irish people and to retrieve their rich cultural heritage to reaffirm Irish national identity. Some 

critics question his place in the post-colonial literary circle because of his “protestant ascendency roots” but 
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there can‟t be any denying that the Irish Literary Renaissance, with the effect of the renewal of the age old rich 

Gaelic cultural tradition was outstandingly formulated by W.B. Yeats, thus his is the role of a progenitor in 

awakening the Irish national consciousness. Yeats‟s active revivalism had a stimulating effect on his successors 

who created a similar kind of bond with their ancestral tradition and were deeply conscious about their 

„Irishness‟ as an outright revolt to keep distant their artistic impulses from those of Britain. Hence, they 

cherished their own rich Celtic past and shunned the foreign influence. Yeats‟s incredible role in the Irish 

Literary Revival is evaluated in the Dictionary of Irish Literature as, “Yeats, William Butler (1865-1939), a 

foremost poet of the English-speaking world, founder of the Abbey Theatre, dramatist, spokesman for the Irish 

Literary Revival, essayist, auto-biographer, occultist, member of the Irish Free State Senate, and winner of the 

1923 Nobel Prize for literature.” (Hogan 1267) Yeats also worked tirelessly to establish the Irish Literary 

Theatre in 1899 with Lady Gregory, Edward Martyn, and George Augustus Moore. The theatre actively 

preserved the essence of the Irish renaissance. 

Towards retrieving the cultural heritage in Irish Literature Yeats‟s role in shaping the tastes of his 

fellow Irish writers has been quite significant, evident in his meeting with J. M. Synge. Yeats drives Synge‟s 

attention towards native cultural heritage. Yeats addresses Synge as, “Give up Paris, you will never create 

anything by reading Racine, and Arthur Symons will always be a better critic of French literature. Go to the 

Aran Islands. Live there as if you were one of the people themselves; express a life that has never found 

expression.” (qtd. by Nicholas Greene in “Yeats and the Remaking of Synge”, Brown and Green, 48). Besides, 

he had an iconic impact on the successive generation of Irish writers with whom their Nation has been a 

preoccupation. The best instance for such phenomenon is Seamus Heaney, “the most important Irish poet since 

Yeats.” (qtd. in Comprehensive Research and Study Guide: Seamus Heaney) Yeats had a seminal impact on 

Heaney as according to Eugene O Brien in Seamus Heaney: Searches For Answers, “I would argue that, over 

the years as Heaney‟s career has developed, the practice of poetry as embodied by Yeats has been perhaps the 

most important influence, form the Irish tradition on Heaney‟s writing.” (156) 

The colonizer‟s effort to erase the local civilization finds a serious backlash in Yeats‟s national 

character.There is a series of poems which carry the notion to build up the collective Irish ethos. The best 

example is the wonderful “Second Coming”. This poem is an outstanding artistic attempt to depict the entire 

burning question of the present state of world politics with its rich symbolist techniques. The poem in general 

gives the atrophying effects of the failure of world politics and in particular, the debilitating outcome of the Irish 

crisis. The poem wonderfully captures the political atrophy of the world in general, and the burning question of 

Yeats‟s own nation, in particular. The Poet says: 

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 

The blood-dimmed tide is loosed upon the world, 

The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 

The best lack all conviction, while the worst 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augusta,_Lady_Gregory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Martyn
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Are full of passionate intensity.(Yeats, The Collected Poems 186) 

The poet provides a picture of the anarchic world devastated by the failure of the world politics. This world is 

drowned in bloodbath. There is no worthy leadership to weather the storm which has wreaked havoc on the 

turmoil rid nations. Yeats‟s own experience with regard to the national predicament is reflected in the above 

lines hence, his art is knotted with the immediate realities of life. 

Another befitting instance adding to the same concern of the Poet is the famous poem “Easter  

1916”. The poem at large is a core political poem, firmly rooted in Irish struggle for self-determination. In this 

poem, Yeats yokes together his poetry and the politics. The poem is a tribute to the martyrs of the mass uprising 

of 1916, also termed as Easter Rising 1916, whose sacrifices changed the history of the Ireland: 

All changed, changed utterly 

A terrible beauty is born (Yeats, The Collected Poems 179) 

Yeats superbly clues to the transition which the rebellion brought in the Irish politics. The centuries old strive 

for liberation seemed to pay off. The growing national consciousness alarmed the British establishment. The 

Rebellion furthered the hopes for a free Irish State which became a reality only six years later in 1922. 

Yeats‟s unremitting craving to nourish the native ethos never faded, but ran like his life blood till his 

last works, evident in his address to his successors in the poem, “Under Ben Bulben” as: 

Irish poets, learn your trade, 

 Sing whatever is well made,” (Yeats, The Collected Poems 364) 

These lines showcase his urge to preserve the Irish native cultural and linguistic heritage and to dig deep the 

roots of a kind of an independent literary enterprise far from the English dominance. 

  

III. CONCLUSION 

Therefore, the study tried to examine how W.B. Yeats‟s relentless nationalistic and revolutionary poetic stance 

sans obfuscation has been a driving force for the Irish political and literary nationalism as a whole. His role in 

the Irish renaissance has been phenomenal. His politically conscious character left a remarkable impact on his 

art which in turn revolutionized the spirit of his nation and left a legacy for his successors who in turn also 

shaped their literary idiom with their Nation as a preoccupation. Yeats was foundational in debunking the 

English hegemony and worked at large to cherish his own indigenous variety to form a literary discourse. He 

painstakingly led himself to revive the Gaelic/Irish culture and a distinct literary tradition far from the foreign 

influence.   
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